
The Workout 
Warm Up 
1. 2 Minutes of Blast Steps in every direction
2. 1 Minute of Blast steps with a floor pinch added, also in every direction.
3. 2 Minutes of Slide Steps in every direction (covered extensively at the end 

of the Importance of Footwork video)
4. 1 Minute of Floor Pinches, added now to your Slide Steps
5. Bonus - Add 1 Minute of the 'Floor Pinch and Float' to your Blast Steps in 

every direction 

Any time that you do a workout and still have energy, I want 
you to add those 5 drills to the end of it. 

U-Slips
Warm up with some shoulder rolls... (the upper body part of a U-Slip) 
Plant your feet in a good stance and sink down, pulling your Lead Shoulder back 
into the Rear as you come up.  (If you're a righty, your Left shoulder will be pulled 
back to the rear). 

Stay there. 

While keeping that Lead shoulder held back in the rear, sink down and pull 
your other shoulder to the back... returning you to your original stance. 

Execute 50 Repetitions of this 'Shoulder Roll' 

(We are simply isolating the upper body aspect of the U-Slip, and building it into 
your muscle memory.) 

Now add the angles and footwork... 



80 U-Slips stepping Side to Side 
 
(take two steps on each slip to take your angle.  Step your Right foot first when 
moving to your right.) 
 
Now add some punches 
 

50 U-Slips (side to side), adding a Hook to each slip 
(If you U-Slip to the left, your left shoulder is pulled to the rear, so your Left hook is 
loaded... throw the 'loaded' hook) 

20 U-Slips with a Straight Slip Added 
Start by U-Slipping to the Right, and then Popping your Right Shoulder forward to 
execute the straight slip. 

20 U-Slips with a Straight Slip Added 
Finish by U-Slipping to the Left, and then Popping your Left Shoulder forward to 
execute the straight slip. 
 

Basic Angle Changes 
Execute 20 Angle Changes to the Left and 20 Angle Changes to the right to get 
used to the movement. 
 
(Your LEAD foot steps to the side of your angle change to start the movement). 
 

3 Minute Round - Shadowboxing 
Execute 40 Basic Angle Changes to the Left in the midst of your shadow 
boxing.  Feel free to work on any other movement during your round, but focus on 
hitting your Angle Change number 
 



Rest for 60 Seconds 
 

3 Minute Round - Shadowboxing 
Execute 40 Angle Changes to the Right in the midst of your shadow boxing.  Feel 
free to work on any other movement during your round, but focus on hitting your 
Angle Change number 
 

That's it... 
now you have some experience with U-Slips, Hooking off of them, and basic angle 
changes. 
 
These are 2 crucial forms of altering your 'angle of attack'. 
	


